GEORGE THE THIRD
These appointments are interesting from two points of view.
First, they reflect considerable credit on North's powers of
judgement. Taken through and through ' the crew ' was quite
a competent one, and able to fulfil North's promise to Barre in
February 1770 that the ship of State would be brought to port
without the assistance of ' pilots.' By 1772 even Chatham was
compelled to admit that North had given the country a strong
Administration; and while Burke deplored it he was neverthe-
less bound to agree that
the power of the Crown, almost dead and rotten as prerogative
had grown up anew, with more strength and far less odium under
the name of influence.
Suffolk and Wedderburn—the former * a pompous shallow man '
and the latter a typical political opportunist—might have aban-
doned their friends in the Opposition for the sake of the advant-
ages which were to be had from ministerial employment; but
no such motive can have dictated the action of Dartmouth,
who obviously joined the Government because he was convinced
that despite its failings it was trying to do what its predecessors
had lamentably failed to do—rule the country. There were
many who shared that view.
The second point to be noticed in these ministerial appoint-
ments made by North between 1770 and 1774 is that often the
King's wishes were not scrupulously respected. George's feeling
that Halifax was too old may have been a perfectly genuine one,
but he could hardly have forgotten that the Earl was a member
of that arrogant' triumvirate ' [Egremont, Halifax and Grenville]
which tried to c storm the Closet' in the seventeen-sixties, and
with this memory firmly in his mind he may have used the
question of age as a means of preventing Halifax's employment.
If he did he was unsuccessful: North had good reasons for want-
ing Halifax in his ' crew,' and North had his way. Similarly with
regard to Townshend's employment George himself did not
conceal his dislike of the Viscount [George was always unduly
impatient of human frailty], but he did not carry his opposition
to the same lengths of obstinacy as he had done when dealing
with George Grenville.
One is driven to the conclusion that from the start George was
prepared to work with North on the conditions of an equal
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